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ABSTRACT 
 

Economic Conditions at Birth, Birth Weight, Ability, and the 
Causal Path to Cardiovascular Mortality* 

 
We analyze interaction effects of birth weight and the business cycle at birth on individual 
cardiovascular (CV) mortality later in life. In addition, we examine to what extent these long-
run effects run by way of cognitive ability and education and to what extent those mitigate the 
long-run effects. We use individual records of Swedish birth cohorts from 1915–1929 
covering birth weight, family characteristics, school grades, sibling identifiers, and outcomes 
later in life including the death cause. The birth weight distribution does not vary over the 
business cycle. The association between birth weight (across the full range) and CV mortality 
rate later in life is significantly stronger if the individual is born in a recession. This is not 
explained by differential fertility by social class over the cycle. Ability itself, as measured at 
age 10, varies with birth weight and the cycle at birth. But the long-run effects of early-life 
conditions appear to mostly reflect direct biological mechanisms. We do not find evidence of 
indirect pathways through ability or education, and the long-run effects are not mitigated by 
education. 
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1 Introduction

Recently, the interest in long-run effects of early-life conditions has been strongly

increasing. It has been shown that a range of diseases at high ages have “develop-

mental origins”, i.e. can be caused by deprivation in utero and around birth. This

applies in particular to cardiovascular (CV) morbidity and mortality as outcomes.

Concerning the conditions in utero, a large part of the empirical literature has

focused on birth weight as an indicator of those conditions. Surveys and meta-

studies of the epidemiological and medical evidence of associations of birth weight

indicators and CV morbidity and mortality later in life have been published in

Poulter et al. (1999), Rasmussen (2001), Lawlor, Ben-Shlomo and Leon (2004),

and Huxley et al. (2007). The survey in Eriksson (2007) also focuses on medi-

cal indicators measured shortly after birth. See e.g. Gluckman, Hanson and Pinal

(2005) and Barker (2007) for overviews of the underlying bio-medical mechanisms.

At the same time, social scientists and demographers have become interested in

the importance of parental income and socio-economic status around birth as

explanations for health later in life (Almond and Currie, 2011). An increasing

number of studies captures early-life conditions through transitory changes in

exogenous contextual variables. Examples are the season of birth (Doblhammer,

2004), the business cycle at birth (Van den Berg, Lindeboom and Portrait, 2006,

Van den Berg, Doblhammer and Christensen, 2011), deviations of food prices

around birth (Bengtsson and Lindström, 2000, 2003), and the occurrence of ex-

treme events like epidemics, wars, and famines around birth (see Lumey, Stein

and Susser, 2011, for an overview of famine studies). Transitory changes in con-

textual or macro-economic conditions during pregnancy of the mother and early

childhood are unanticipated and exogenous from the individual point of view, and

they affect income for many households. For example, in a recession, the provi-

sion of sufficient nutrients and good living conditions for infants and pregnant

women may be hampered, and the stress level in the household may be higher

than otherwise. It can be argued that the only way in which the indicators can

plausibly affect high-age health is by way of the individual early-life conditions.

In this paper we aim to combine epidemiologic and social science research on

long-run effects of early-life conditions, by way of a joint analysis of the effects

of birth weight and the business cycle at birth as well as their interaction effects.

We are the first study to do so. This allows us to address whether the relation

between birth weight and a high risk of CV mortality is stronger if the individual

was born in a recession. Clearly, this requires data of cohorts of individuals with a

sufficiently high number of observed deaths (i.e., cohorts born many decades ago),
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followed over time from birth to death, for whom birth weight was recorded as

well. For this purpose we use the Uppsala Birth Cohort Study (UBCoS) which is

a lifelong follow-up study of individuals born in 1915–1929 and which is probably

the only data set in the world meeting our requirements. The data set contains

information registered at birth, including socio-economic household characteris-

tics, as well as more recent information from censuses and various administrative

registers, up to the present day.

The results can be used to identify markers of early-life conditions that are

associated with high-age CV mortality, which may be useful for health policy.

However, we aim to go beyond this and provide a causal explanation of the

results. This is the second aim of the paper. We perform a range of additional

analyses to shed light on the underlying mechanisms.

A complication for any causal explanation is that birth weight is not an exoge-

nous causal determinant of health later in life but rather an intermediate outcome

between conditions in utero and events later in life, where the conditions in utero

are partly shaped by genetic and family background characteristics. This has

been acknowledged in the medical and epidemiological literature (see arguments

made in e.g. the surveys of Poulter et al., 1999, Rasmussen, 2001, Huxley et al.,

2007, Lawlor, 2008, Basso, 2008, and also in Ben-Shlomo, 2001, and Järvelin et

al., 2004). With shared unobserved determinants of birth weight and the health

outcome, an association between birth weight and health later in life does not

imply the presence of a causal effect of early-life conditions.

We investigate this issue by examining whether the birth weight distribution

varies over the business cycle. Such an association reveals whether economic con-

ditions during pregnancy causally affect birth weight or whether birth weight is

primarily driven by genetic and family background characteristics. Clearly, the

analysis is susceptible to selectivity of newborns across the business cycle at birth.

If babies with low birth weight born in a recession die more often shortly before

or during birth than if birth takes place in a boom, then a crude comparison

between mean birth weight in booms and recessions underestimates the causal

effect of economic conditions during pregnancy on birth weight. We therefore ex-

amine whether the left-hand tail of the birth weight distribution is particularly

sensitive to the business cycle.

Moreover, we examine whether the birth rate and the composition of newborns

vary with the business cycle, where the composition is captured by the social class

of the household as derived from the parents’ occupation. In addition to this, we

pursue an alternative approach by comparing outcomes across siblings, using

Stratified Partial Likelihood. This approach is the equivalent of fixed-effect panel
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data estimation in linear models. By using only within-household variation to

study long-run effects, we control for birth planning behavior that is tuned to

the business cycle. The issue whether newborns who were exposed to different

transitory contextual conditions are systematically different in a selective way

has haunted the empirical literature on long-run effects (see e.g. Brown, 2011),

and our paper is the first to use a fixed-effect estimation method to control for

selectivity of births at the household level when studying mortality outcomes.1

Our paper thus provides a methodological innovation to the literature.

To enhance our understanding of the pathway from early-life conditions to

CV mortality later in life, we take cognitive ability into account. It is known that

birth weight in the normal range is positively associated with IQ (see e.g. Matte

et al., 2001, Richards et al., 2001, and Shenkin, Starr and Deary, 2004), and it

has also been shown that cognitive ability is associated with late-life health (see

Hart et al., 2004, and Batty, Deary and Gottfredson, 2007). Of course, these are

two separate results, and by themselves they do not imply that long-run effects

predominantly run through ability. In fact, studies have speculated about an

alternative role for ability. Specifically, high-ability individuals may be able to

mitigate negative long-run effects of adverse conditions at birth since they may

be better able to apply knowledge on what constitutes a healthy lifestyle, and

since they may invest more in health because their return to health investments

may be higher (see e.g. the overviews in Batty, Deary and Gottfredson, 2007, and

Van den Berg and Lindeboom, 2007). Our data contain observations of individual

school grades per subject at age 10. We use these as indicators of cognitive ability.

We analyze how they depend on the business cycle at birth and birth weight and

their interaction. Next, we re-estimate the CV mortality models, including ability

and its interaction with birth weight and the business cycle indicator at birth

as explanatory variables. We are the first to perform such analyses. Together,

the results are informative on whether the over-all effect of (certain) early-life

conditions on CV mortality is driven by a causal pathway running through ability.

In addition, they reveal whether ability mitigates adverse conditions around birth.

As a by-product, they reveal whether conventional ability measures are exogenous

explanatory variables for outcomes later in life or whether they are mitigated by

early-life conditions that affect both ability and the outcomes later in life.

We essentially replicate the analysis described in the previous paragraph with

the realized level of education, taking into account that it may depend on cogni-

1Van den Berg et al. (2010) use siblings data of immigrant families but consider adult height

as the outcome. Van den Berg, Doblhammer and Christensen (2011) use twin data to study

long-run CV mortality effects, but obviously twins face identical contextual conditions at birth.
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tive ability. Taken together, this enables us to assess the extent to which ability

and education intervene in the biological long-run effects of early-life conditions.

This goes some way towards an assessment whether the long-run effects are driven

by direct biological mechanisms or by indirect pathways that may be affected by

individual decisions. We should note from the outset that from an econometric

point of view, these analyses suffers from a lack of instrumental variation in the

level of education.

The UBCoS data have been used by a number of studies, some of which focus

on particular aspects of the analysis in this paper. Since our analysis focuses on

men, we summarize some findings for men in these studies. Leon et al. (1998) is a

landmark study of the aetiological importance of measures of in utero conditions

(like birth weight) on later-life risk of mortality due to ischaemic heart disease. It

finds a significant association for men. The article also emphasizes the quality of

the data as compared to other studies using historical birth weight observations.

Rajaleid, Manor and Koupil (2008) find that birth weight and social class at

birth do not have interaction effects on mortality due to ischaemic heart disease.

Goodman, Gisselmann and Koupil (2010) find that birth weight positively affects

ability as captured by the mean school grade. Many other studies use different

data to estimate associations between two or more of the variables we consider.

We refer to the discussion of the estimation results below for references to studies

with other data that are of particular relevance for our study.

Concerning the birth weight variable we should emphasize that we examine

this variable across the population of newborns, so most values are in the normal

range. This is in line with much of the epidemiological literature on birth weight

but contrasts to the economic literature which focuses on “low birth weight”

(i.e., below 2.5 kg). The latter is important from a public health point of view

but is not a common outcome (see e.g. Almond, Chay and Lee, 2005). With our

modestly sized sample we are not in a position to reliably estimate effects on (or

of) the occurrence of low birth weight.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the data and discusses

variables that we use in the analyses. Section 3 examines the birth weight distri-

bution over the business cycle. Section 4 describes the formal empirical analyses

and gives the key results for the relation between our early-life indicators and

cardiovascular mortality later in life. Section 5 takes ability and education into

account. Section 6 concludes.
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2 The data

2.1 Individual records from the UBCoS data

Our individual data records are derived from the Uppsala Birth Cohort Study,

which is a lifelong follow-up study of representative birth cohorts of all men

and women born in Uppsala in 1915–1929.2 Information on social and early-

life characteristics of the original birth cohorts and their parents was collected

from the register of the (academic) hospital in Uppsala. A range of social and

health variables for these individuals has been extracted from censuses (starting

with the 1960 census), routine administrative registers (starting in 1961 or later),

and archives. This includes school archives and the death cause register. The

individuals are followed over time up to the end of 2002, so that the highest

observed death age is 87. We refer to the UBCoS studies listed in Section 1 for

detailed descriptions of the data set and the way it has been assembled.

In the paper we restrict attention to male individuals (sample size 7634). This

is because the literature on the effects of early-life conditions on CV morbidity

and mortality has found the strongest effects on men.3 We omit the 139 indi-

viduals whose lifetime duration is right-censored at birth (implying that we do

not observe anything about them after birth), because these do not contribute to

the estimation of mortality effects. This results in a sample size of 7495. Not all

variables are observed for all of these individuals, although birth date, lifetime

duration (if completed) and birth weight are observed for virtually every individ-

ual. To maintain reasonable sample sizes, we use the largest possible sample for

each analysis separately.

The birth and death dates and the resulting individual lifetime durations

are observed in days. The data do not contain observations of the death cause

prior to 1952.4 Our mortality analyses therefore condition on survival until 1952,

implying that the lowest possible observed death age is 22. This is not a serious

restriction, as (i) we are not interested in short-run mortality effects of early-life

2Rajaleid, Manor and Koupil (2008) even demonstrate that it is representative of Sweden,

for the birth years 1915–1929.
3See e.g. the surveys mentioned in Section 1. See Low (2001) and Eriksson et al. (2010)

for a biological explanation of these findings. An additional reason to restrict attention to

men concerns the fact that higher education was hard to enter for women born early in our

observation window; see Subsection 2.2.
4The cause-of-death register containing personal numbers runs from 1961 onwards. Re-

searchers in Uppsala have manually coded death causes before 1961. This study is the first

to use death causes for deaths in 1952–1960, but these additional observations do not influence

the results.
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conditions on infant or child mortality, and (ii) CV diseases are not a major cause

of deaths before age 22.5 The restriction leads to a sample size of 6324 men who

are known to be alive in 1952. For six of these, birth weight is not observed. The

death cause is classified according to the ICD system, revisions 6 to 10, at the 3

to 4-digit level. CV mortality concerns death due to cardiovascular malfunctions

and diseases, including ischaemic (or coronary) heart disease and cerebrovascular

accidents (strokes). Among the individuals known to be alive in 1952, 23% are

observed to die from CV-related causes. Furthermore, 29% are observed to die

from other causes, and 48% have right-censored lifetime durations (almost all of

these are still alive at the end of 2002). Table 1 gives some sample statistics of

the main variables that were made accessible for our study.

Birth weight was recorded in grams. Notice from Table 1 that the mean birth

weight is of the same order of magnitude as is it nowadays. In Subsection 3.2 we

consider the variation of the birth weight distribution over the business cycle. The

socio-economic status or social class at birth is a grouped hierarchically ordered

version of the Swedish SEI code which in turn is based on the occupation of the

main breadwinner in the household. The values run from 1 (highest class) to 7.6

We capture cognitive ability by the spring-term “grade” (or “mark” or “score”)

in the spring semester of the 3rd grade school year, which was typically at age 10.

Virtually all children attended a public elementary school at that age (in the next

subsection we discuss historical school reforms in Sweden). The grades are coded

into numerical values according to a method devised by the Swedish Ministry of

Education. We primarily use the grade in arithmetic and geometry. The resulting

values range from 0 (worst) to 18 (best), although the values 16–18 are not ob-

served. In addition, we use the individual average grade across all subject fields.

We only use school archive information for individuals who attended schools in

the Uppsala school district. This surrounds and includes the city of Uppsala and

is somewhat smaller than the area covering the residences of the UBCoS sample

members at birth (see Subsection 2.3). Restricting school data to the district is

motivated by the fact that within it, the test used to determine the grades/scores

as well as the logistical and pedagogical setting are homogeneous across schools

and hence across individuals. However, the results do not change substantially

if we use school grades for all individuals for whom these were digitized (5389

individuals).

5However, infant mortality may lead to selectivity of survivors. We return to this in Section

3.
6The category where the occupation is unknown is assigned the value 7 because in virtually

every respect its outcomes are less favorable than those of other classes.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of the UBCoS sample

variable # cases 10th mean 90th

percentile or % of total perc.

lifetime spells:

observed death date if observed to

survive until Jan. 1, 1952 6324 52% (i.e. 3305)

death cause if uncensored spell:

CV mortality 3305 44% (i.e. 1465)

other cause 3305 56% (i.e. 1840)

other variables:

birth weight (grams) 7192 2800 3475 4150

birth year 7199 1916 1922.6 1928

social class at birth (1 to 7: high to low) 7199 2 4.2 6

birth in city 7199 41%

mother’s age, at birth 7195 21 28.4 38

mother married, at birth 7199 80%

cognitive ability (mark 1 to 15: low to high) 4380 5 7.15 9

≥ 1 brother in sample 7199 30% (i.e. 2167)

education level (1 to 6: low to high) 5842 1 1.8 4

The highest individual level of education is taken from the 1970 census which

is the most recent version available to us. Consequently, it is only observed if the

individual survives until 1970. In a sensitivity analysis we also use the 1960 value.

2.2 Macro-economic business-cycle data

As mentioned in the introduction, we use the business cycle as an indicator of

economic conditions early in life. Ideally, one would like to intervene in the life

of individuals around their birth date and randomly manipulate the economic

conditions of their care-takers for certain short periods around birth. In prac-

tice, we do not observe the economic conditions of the household around the
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birth date of individuals who are currently old. Moreover, even if observations of

those conditions were available, it would not be possible to draw causal inference

from the association between those conditions and late-life outcomes, because

the former are not exogenous. Specifically, these conditions and outcomes may

all be influenced by unobserved family-specific background characteristics such as

family wealth, cultural habits, and genes. Contextual variables do not have this

disadvantage, because they are not household-specific and cannot be influenced

by the household (although, as we discuss below, individuals may be exposed in

different degrees, because of decisions by ancestors). A contextual variable should

affect economic conditions in the household at birth. In that case, the contextual

variable is an indicator of early-life economic conditions.

The national annual per-capita gross domestic product (GDP) in constant

prices is an example of such a contextual variable. However, the GDP level is

less useful for our purposes than the deviation of GDP around its trend value.

To see this, compare an individual born in an era with a high GDP level to an

otherwise identical individual born in an era with low GDP. A prolonged era

with a high GDP leads to innovation and investment in hygiene and health care,

which decreases mortality later in life for those born in this era. These are secular

improvements in life conditions over time, and they make GDP comparisons

uninformative on effects of individual early life conditions. A related practical

complication is that GDP displays a strong positive trend over time. A high GDP

level at birth implies a high GDP level throughout life. An empirical analysis

that tries to take this into account by allowing a mortality rate at a given age to

depend on current and past GDP levels leads to estimates that are potentially

very sensitive to small model misspecifications. For example, if the postulated

relation is log-linear in the mortality rate and current GDP, and the true relation

is slightly different, then this may show up as a significant effect of GDP earlier

in life. Short-term cyclical movements in GDP do not give rise to major secular

improvements. Thus, one obtains evidence of a causal long-run effect by relating

an outcome later in life to the state of the business cycle early in life, across a

range of birth cohorts.

The data on annual real per-capita GDP are from Edvinsson (2005).7 This

time series is virtually identical to the corresponding series in Mitchell (2003).

We perform a trend/cycle decomposition of log annual real per-capita GDP using

the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter. We use smoothing parameter 500. The values of

the cyclical terms are robust with respect to the smoothing parameter, and so are

7The time series used in this paper, including descriptions of their origin and/or construction,

are available upon request.
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the resulting intervals within which the terms are positive or negative. Indeed,

transitory macro-economic conditions are readily observable (see Figure 1 for the

cycle and trend as functions of calendar time).
10
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log real GDP per capita trend

Figure 1. log real GDP per capita: trend and cycle

Clearly, there is a substantial amount of cyclical variation. Like in other Eu-

ropean countries, the economy was in a slump just before the end of World War

I (in which Sweden did not participate), with international trade having come to

a standstill and inflation soaring. The 1918 influenza epidemic exacerbated these

problems. There was another severe recession in 1921. Shortly before 1930, the

economy was booming. The Great Depression entered Sweden towards the end

of 1931, which is beyond the interval of our birth cohort years. This depression

was not as severe as in many other countries, and in 1932 a strong recovery set

in which subsequently developed into a prolonged boom (Jonung and Hagberg,

2005a).

The business cycle pattern in Figure 1 corresponds closely to descriptions

given in the contemporaneous literature, e.g. Thorp and Thorp (1926). A number

of recent studies discuss GDP and business cycle fluctuations in our data window

(Jonung and Hagberg, 2005b, Grytten, 2006, Lobell, Schön and Krantz, 2007,

and some references in those studies). Jonung and Hagberg (2005b) demonstrate

that the depression of 1921 was similar in depth to recent depressions but that

its duration was much shorter.
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One may wonder whether unemployment data exist providing cyclical indi-

cators that are more informative on workers’ conditions than GDP fluctuations.

However, in the absence of a comprehensive unemployment insurance (UI) system

until 1935, there was no systematic collection of comprehensive unemployment

figures. In fact, two different types of income support for individuals without work

have led to counts of what could be called “types of unemployment”. In case of

trade union membership, laid-off individuals could receive support funding from

the union. Hence, the unions kept track of the monthly number of unemployed

members. Socialstyrelsen (1915-1929) provide these numbers as well as the total

number of members. A major problem with the use of this series is that the trade

unions only covered a small subset of the labor force, and this subset changed

markedly over time during our birth cohort years (see also Grytten, 2006). The

attractiveness of union membership depended on the extent to which support

funding was available. In addition, the data were only collected by a subset of

unions and local union charters, covering on average only about 8% of the labor

force, where again the subset changed over time. Moreover, sector-specific unions

did not use uniform criteria to define unemployment (e.g. with respect to the

minimum number of days out of work).

A second type of unemployment indicator was collected by the local public

employment offices in connection to their efforts to (i) match unemployed workers

to vacancies, and (ii) assign unemployed workers to subsidized public work (no-

tably road building). The latter entailed income support. For our objectives, the

indicators based on numbers of job seekers at the public employment offices also

suffer from a number of disadvantages. According to Socialstyrelsen (1915-1929),

the incentive to report oneself as unemployed at the public employment office

depended on the extent to which vacancies or public work opportunities were

available. The latter fluctuated considerably over time. The size and number of

local public offices changed substantially during our observation window, affect-

ing the costs of travel to the nearest public office. Matching was also carried out

by private employment agencies. The number of job seekers at the public employ-

ment offices as a fraction of the labor force was known to severely underestimate

actual unemployment and typically fluctuated around 2%. As an example, in the

1921 recession, the seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate among trade union

members peaked for a few months at 27% (counting unemployed on the last day

of a month, including those with spells lasting less than half a month), whereas

the figure based on public employment office data peaked at around 4%. Because

of all this, we do not use unemployment data to obtain indicators of early-life

conditions. (A more general disadvantage of unemployment is that since steady-
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state frictional unemployment acts as a lower bound, contrasts between years of

moderate economic expansion and years of fast expansion may be hard to detect.)

An alternative explanation for a long-run effect of the business cycle at birth is

that in recessions, the quality of neonatal care in the hospital is lower. This would

not affect the validity of our causal inference but it may affect the interpretation

of the findings. Kungliga Medicinalstyrelsen (1918-1931) provides the total annual

budget of the hospital in Uppsala in nominal terms. It turns out that this budget

monotonically increased with the exception of the years 1921-1923. However,

the latter is due to deflation in those years. In real terms the series is a slowly

increasing linear function of time.

Our approach requires that business variation in birth years is not systemati-

cally related to cohort-specific societal events or policy reforms during childhood

or adulthood. Such a relation could arise by coincidence, e.g. if the cohort born

right after a major recession is the first cohort exposed to a war or an educa-

tional reform. However, Sweden did not participate in World War II, and, as

noted above, the great depression did not have a severe contemporaneous effect.

Primary education in elementary schools took 7 years and was compulsory. In

our time frame there were no major elementary-school reforms, with the poten-

tial exception of a reform in 1936 in which a specific exemption to the compulsory

nature was abolished. This concerned the option to drop out after some years of

elementary school in case of severe poverty of the child’s household (see Ahlström,

2011, for details). However, for our purposes it is important to point out that in

the years prior to the reform, the exception was only used in about 3% of all

cases, concentrated in rural areas elsewhere in Sweden. Moreover, such drop-

out typically occurred in the final years of primary education. Jonsson (1991)

does not find discontinuities in long-run economic and sociological outcomes as

a result of this reform. Concerning our analyses we should first of all point out

that we control for parental social class, and that poverty or adverse conditions

at schoolgoing ages are not the same as birth in a recession, so that a relation

between drop-out and cyclical conditions at birth is not expected. The ability

score variable is measured in third grade and hence is observable even for those

who subsequently drop out. The lowest value of the “attained level of education”

variable in our data aggregates any drop-outs with those who have completed

primary education.

In our time frame, the main reform in secondary education took place in 1927.

This opened up the route to higher education for women (see e.g. Johansson,

2004, and references therein). This is an additional reason for why in this paper

we restrict attention to men.
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2.3 The regional and historical societal context of the

births

In our birth cohort observation window 1915–1929, Sweden had about 6 million

inhabitants. The agricultural, industrial and service sectors each employed about

one-third of the total workforce. See e.g. Lobell, Schön and Krantz (2007) for

details of the Swedish economy in these years and the surrounding decades.

National Central Bureau of Statistics (1969) and Statistics Sweden (1999)

provide yearly historical data and detailed descriptions of demographic develop-

ments in Sweden. Sundin and Willner (2007) contains an extensive and detailed

history of public health in Sweden. The living conditions in the 1920s were rela-

tively good in comparison to most other countries at the time and in comparison

to many developing countries today. Life expectancy was among the highest in

the world, and infant mortality among the lowest (around 5%). The public health

care system was quite modern, with institutionalized maternal and child health

care in urban areas. So-called district nurses provided preventive care to children

at school and mothers at home.

In contrast to this, Sweden did not have modern labor market institutions in

the birth cohort observation window. As noted above, there was no UI system. For

income support, people without work had to rely on charities, informal help from

the social network, trade union support, or workfare, where in the latter two cases

the amount of support was usually meager. Municipalities also provided social

assistance for needy individuals, but individuals without work as such were not

regarded to be sufficiently needy. Notice that the absence of generous income

support for these groups means that the business cycle is a relatively powerful

determinant of household income. This strengthens the usefulness of our empirical

approach to study effects of economic conditions early in life.

We now turn to societal conditions in Uppsala in the birth cohort years. At

the time of birth, most individuals in our data resided in the city or in an area

around the city. This area includes Uppsala Distrikt, whereas it is embedded in

Uppsala county (Län), which is one of the geographically smallest of the around

20 counties of Sweden.

In the years 1915–1929, the population of the city of Uppsala was stable at

the level of around 30,000 inhabitants (see National Central Bureau of Statistics,

1915–1931).8 The municipal infant mortality rate fluctuated somewhat around

5%, but it is typically slightly lower than the national figure. The population of

8The statistics pertaining to Uppsala and its regional entities were digitized by the authors

and are available upon request.
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Uppsala county was also rather stable, at around 135,000. Its (infant) mortality

rates were similar to those in the city.

The two largest sectors in the city’s labor market were manufacturing (“crafts

and industry”) and trade (“transport and communication”), occupying 45% and

25% of the workforce, respectively (Modin, 2002). The largest employer was a

bicycle factory. In the parishes around the city, agriculture was dominant. Elec-

tricity was available everywhere. However, working class families typically lived

in small apartments, and these were often subject to overcrowding, poor venti-

lation and bugs. See also Ullenhag (1984) for an overview of Uppsala’s economic

development in the period until 1921, Isacson and Magnusson (1996) for a his-

toric overview of local labor market issues in the period 1910–1940, and Westrin

(1920) for a more general overview of life in Uppsala.

For our purposes, transitory deviations in local GDP may be more powerful

than national GDP deviations. However, such data are not available for our birth

cohort years. Data are available on numbers of individuals who received income

support or temporary housing accommodation from the municipality, and on

the corresponding municipal budgets, but these figures are dominated by the

elderly, mentally ill, and/or alcoholics (see National Central Bureau of Statistics,

1915–1931). Fluctuations in the local mortality rate are dominated by the 1918

influenza epidemic, while annual numbers of infant deaths are too small to be

informative about contemporaneous conditions (and only capture infants with

extreme health problems anyway).

3 Associations between indicators at birth

3.1 Birth cohort composition over the business cycle

In Subsection 2.2 we argued that the association between the state of the business

cycle early in life and outcomes later in life provides evidence of causal long-run

effects of economic conditions early in life. However, causal inference based on

comparisons of individuals born at different stages of the cycle requires that the

composition of newborns is invariant over time, at least after conditioning on

observed individual characteristics and after controlling for time trends that may

reflect secular changes in society regarding fertility. More precisely, the distribu-

tion of unobserved predetermined family background determinants of outcomes

later in life among conceived children should not depend on the business cycle.9

9Clearly, the composition in terms of variables that may depend on the state of the cycle

and that are realized during pregnancy or at birth, such as birth weight, may vary with the
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If this requirement is not satisfied then cyclical variation in the distribution of

systematic unobserved determinants of outcomes later in life may lead to biased

inference. For example, parents with favorable unobserved characteristics (like a

high awareness of the health perils of smoking) may, for some reason, less of-

ten have offspring during recessions, leading to a long-run association between

the business cycle at birth and high-age mortality, unless the characteristic is

captured by an observed explanatory variable. Between-cohort variation in the

composition of newborns may also arise because of fine-tuning of fertility choices

over the business cycle or because of changes in stillbirth rates or abortions over

the cycle.

Before examining the evidence that we gather on this issue, notice from Sub-

section 2.2 that macroeconomic fluctuations had a higher frequency than nowa-

days, making it difficult for individuals to fine-tune their fertility behavior towards

this. In addition, fertility control was less common or at least less effective than

nowadays. In fact, there is some evidence of deliberate fertility responses in late-

19th century Sweden to infant mortality in the household. Specifically, the rate of

getting a third child jumps to a higher level upon death of the second child (Kolk,

2009). However, even if second children die more frequently during recessions, the

estimated increase in fertility does not perceivably influence the probability that

the third child is born in a boom.

Reliable information on the prevalence of stillbirths and spontaneous abor-

tions is notoriously hard to obtain. In our study, their role may be less relevant

than in other studies of effects of early-life conditions on mortality at high ages.

As noted above, among all countries and all eras up to World War II, Sweden

in our birth cohort years had one of the lowest infant mortality rates ever. In

the period 1900–1930, the recorded stillbirth rate was as low as 2.5%, and it was

remarkably constant across years (see Fellman and Eriksson, 2006). In contrast,

extreme events like famines early in life may lead to peaked stillbirth rates and

perinatal mortality and strong ensuing dynamic selection of the fittest in the

cohort. In our study, such selection would typically lead to an under-estimate of

the quantitative effects of economic conditions at birth on outcomes after birth.

In the empirical analysis in this subsection, we start with investigating the

association between fluctuations in cohort sizes and the business cycle, follow-

ing the idea that such an association is indicative of systematic changes in the

underlying composition. (For example, Saugstad, 1999, shows that in Denmark,

changes in the composition of newborns go along with changes in birth rates.)

After this, we discuss direct evidence on the composition. We know from Van

cycle.
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den Berg, Doblhammer and Christensen (2011) that the long-run business cycle

effect on CV mortality is primarily driven by the state of the cycle in the three

final months of pregnancy. Hence, we examine the cycle in the year prior to birth

as well as the cycle in the birth year. In this subsection there is no compelling

reason to restrict the evidence to boys only. Fertility decisions were made without

knowledge of the offspring’s gender. Fluctuations in the sex ratio are of a much

smaller order of magnitude than fluctuations in birth rates or in the distribution

of observable characteristics among newborns in our sample. For reasons of sta-

tistical efficiency we therefore use data on male and female births together in the

analyses of this subsection.

In our birth cohort years, the national birth rate displays a trend reduction

from about 0.021 to 0.016 per year (so a relative reduction of about 25%). We

decompose this series to obtain the deviation from the trend. The correlation

between the yearly deviation in the birth rate and our annual business cycle

indicator (i.e., the deviation in the log annual real per capital GDP) equals 0.02

and is not significant (p-value 0.94). The correlation with the cyclical indicator

in the pre-birth year equals 0.05 (p-value 0.86). In fact, the birth rate was almost

linear in the period 1915–1929, with as only notable deviation an increase in the

years 1920 and 1921. The latter presumably reflects the increase in the marriage

rate in the aftermath of World War I. Incidentally, in the period we consider, the

national marriage rate is not correlated with the business cycle indicators either

(correlations –0.28 and –0.11 with p-values above 0.3).

To shed more light on the composition of newborns over the business cycle, we

consider the social class of parents of newborns. This information is not available

on a national level, so we confine ourselves to our UBCoS sample. In our empirical

analyses in the paper we control for the parents’ social class, so that the results

are unaffected by any systematic selection of births by social class across cohorts.

Nevertheless, the extent of selection by social class may be indicative of other

systematic differences across cohorts. We therefore proceed by estimating the

distributions of social class per birth cohort year and correlate the estimated

fractions to the business cycle in that year and the previous year. If we ignore

the fact that the distribution per year is estimated rather than known, then the

only significant effect is a negative effect of the current cycle on the relative birth

rate among those with social class 3 (lower non-manual occupation). There are

no effects for the other (higher or lower) six social classes, and no effects from the

cycle in the year before the birth year. In fact, social class 3 is the smallest class

in the sample. Their number of births per year fluctuates around 60. With a birth

rate below 2%, the fluctuations across years may well be dominated by sampling
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error (of births from mothers sampled from a meta-population of mothers with

social class 3).

Figure 2 displays the distribution of social class per birth cohort year and

the business cycle. For expositional reasons we aggregate into three classes: high

= {1, 2}, medium = {3, 4}, and low = {5, 6, 7}. We conclude that there is no

relation between the business cycle and the distribution of parents’ social class

among newborns.
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Figure 2. The composition of newborns in terms of their parents’ social class,

and the business cycle.

Other studies with data from Northwest Europe from similar periods also fail

to find that the social-class composition of newborns is systematically related to

fluctuations in macro indicators of early-life conditions. Van den Berg, Lindeboom

and López (2009) examine how the size and the composition by social class of a

birth year cohort changes with the cyclical indicator of the business cycle at birth.

Their data are from the Netherlands and contain the social class of the parents

at the moment of birth. They conclude that there are no such changes. K̊areholt

(2001) studies Swedish birth cohorts from 1897–1938 and examines whether the

fraction of newborns whose father had a blue (vs. white collar) occupation varies

with the state of the business cycle as measured by the annual change in the

inflow into poor relief. The results show that there is no significant variation,

neither among male nor among female newborns. Van den Berg, Doblhammer

and Christensen (2011) conclude that in Denmark in the years 1873-1906 there
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was no relation between the business cycle on the one hand and the birth rate and

the composition of newborns in terms of observed personal characteristics on the

other. However, Dehejia and Lleras-Muney (2004) report evidence that in recent

years the birth rate among individuals with higher education or status may be

higher in recessions. At first sight this contrasts to our findings. To explain their

findings they mention that opportunity costs are lower in recessions. However,

recall that Sweden in our birth cohort years did not have unemployment benefits,

so that a job loss would immediately lead to time-consuming efforts to obtain

alternative sources of income. Moreover, as mentioned above, macroeconomic

fluctuations had a higher frequency than nowadays, complicating the fine-tuning

of births as witnessed by the absence of a relation between marriage rates and

the business cycle, and fertility control was less effective than nowadays.

The evidence of this subsection suggests that the composition of newborns

does not vary systematically over the business cycle. We end this subsection by

noting that the panel data model estimations with sibling (or mother) specific

effects that we perform in the remainder of the paper are insensitive to household-

specific selective decisions towards fertility over the business cycle.

3.2 Birth weight determinants: the business cycle and

personal characteristics

Birth weight is realized at birth, but its determinants exert their influence before

birth. Household and family-specific conditions which include genetic characteris-

tics capture a major share of the variation in individual birth weight. For example,

the correlation of birth weight across siblings is known to equal 0.5 (see Magnus,

Bakketeig and Skjærven, 1993). Currie and Moretti (2007) demonstrate signifi-

cant intergenerational correlations of birth weight after controlling for personal

characteristics. Magnus et al. (2001) argue that the heritability coefficient of birth

weight is bounded from below by 0.25.

Countless articles have been published focusing on specific determinants of

birth weight (see e.g. Kramer, 1987, for a survey and meta-analysis). Examples

of such determinants are housing conditions, parental social class, exposure to

pollution, cigarette and/or alcohol consumption, and the mother’s stress level.

Many of these articles focus on the prevalence of “low birth weight” (i.e., weight

below 2.5 kg) as the binary outcome of interest. This is not a common outcome

but it is important from a public health point of view. Since our sample is a

modestly sized random sample of newborns, it is not particularly informative on

low birth weight. In the sample, 4.37% have low birth weight. Only 139 boys (or
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1.9% of the sample) have a birth weight in in the symmetric 150 gram interval

around the 2500 grams threshold, so we are not in a position to reliably estimate

effects on low birth weight of interventions that increase birth weight with say

50 grams for those with a weight around this threshold. In fact, our data do

not contain information on specific behavioral low birth weight determinants,

apart from those captured by the characteristics listed in Table 1 above. Among

the latter, the parents’ social class can be seen as an omnibus variable for all

household and family-specific behavioral background conditions.

In our analyses we consider birth weight variation over the full range. All

results are insensitive to exclusion of low birth weight individuals. Interestingly,

recent evidence (Skjærven, 2011) has demonstrated that the intergenerational

association of birth weight is uniformly strong in the normal range, i.e. above

2500 grams, whereas it is almost absent within the low birth weight range.

For our purposes it is particularly interesting to examine the effect of the

business cycle on birth weight. Notice that, contrary to some of the birth weight

determinants mentioned above, the business cycle is exogenous.10 Indeed, as noted

in Section 1, it is an instrumental variable for inference on the causal effect of the

endogenous economic conditions early in life. As noted above, the business cycle

at birth has been found to exert much of its influence during the final trimester.

The literature on famine effects has shown that the nutritional conditions in the

third trimester of pregnancy are also a major determinant of birth weight (see e.g.

Lumey, Stein and Susser, 2011). Kuzawa (2008), on the other hand, claims that

maternal nutrition during pregnancy matters less for birth weight than nutritional

status at the time of conception. We therefore consider the cycle in the year prior

to birth as well as the cycle in the year of birth.

In fact, it is not clear a priori whether purely economic conditions can be

expected to exert a major effect on birth weight. Contemporary birth weight

values are in the same ball park as those in the past. The mean birth weight among

all newborns in Sweden in 1980 equals 3490 grams (Kramer, 1987) whereas in our

data (with mean birth year 1922) it equals 3413 grams. So in a period of almost

60 years, mean birth weight increased by only 77 grams (or 2%), whereas real

per capita GDP witnessed an almost five-fold increase (461%).11 (The fraction

with low birth has fluctuated around 5% in this whole era.) A recent systematic

literature review by Margerison Zilko (2010) on the effects of macro-economic

10This is supported by the result from Subsection 3.1 that the cycle does not influence the

composition of newborns.
11To some extent a beneficial effect of economic changes may be mitigated by adverse changes

in lifestyle, such as an increase in cigarette smoking by pregnant women.
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contractions on birth outcomes concludes that the evidence is inconclusive (in

fact, the outcomes considered in that literature mostly concern low birth weight,

neonatal mortality and the secondary sex ratio).12 Our null hypothesis is therefore

that there is no effect of the business cycle, whereas the alternative is that the

causal effect on birth weight is positive.
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Figure 3. Mean birth weight among boys and the business cycle.

To proceed, we calculate the mean birth weight per birth cohort year in our

sample of males and relate this to the business cycle. Figure 3 displays the two

time series. It turns out that there is no significant correlation between them.

The same applies if we consider the cycle in the year prior to birth. In fact, in

the present subsection, the effect of the latter is always insignificant but has the

12Abu-Saad and Fraser (2010) survey studies and meta-studies on effects of maternal nutrition

interventions on birth outcomes including birth weight. They conclude that the evidence is far

from consistent, and that parental social class is a much more important determinant of birth

outcomes. In our data, the mean birth weights among those with low and high social class

are 3378 and 3488, respectively. The difference of 110 grams is in line with the small increase

of mean birth weight in between the 1920s and 1980. Note that these figures are small in

comparison to the birth weight standard deviation of 558 grams. A number of other studies has

examined effects of the mother’s welfare benefits or the generosity of welfare on birth weight

(e.g. Currie and Cole, 1993, and Kaestner and Lee, 2005). Such effects are often found to be

absent or slightly positive. Since welfare dependency may cover a substantial number of years

before and after birth, we expect these effects to be in-between the effect of the business cycle

at birth and the effect of social class.
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same sign as the effect of the cycle in the birth year.

Figure 4 displays nonparametric kernel density estimates of the birth weight

densities among males, stratified by whether the business cycle indicator in the

birth year is positive (boom) or negative (recession). These estimates use an

Epanechnikov kernel and Silverman’s rule-of-thumb bandwidth. The densities

are virtually equal. This confirms that there is no effect of the cycle.

In the weeks after birth, most babies with a very low birth weight die. It

appears that the corresponding survival fractions do not depend on the cyclical

indicator at birth though it should be kept in mind that the relevant number of

babies in the sample is low. As an example, among the (47) individuals with birth

weight below 1700 grams, the fraction of survivors until age 3 is 21% if born in

a recession and 22% if born in a boom.
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Figure 4. Nonparametric estimate of the density of birth weight, by whether

real GDP per capita was above or below its trend value.

Table 2 presents estimates of regressions of log birth weight on the business

cycle at birth as well as on other determinants. They confirm that the business

cycle has no effect on birth weight. The sign of the coefficient is opposite to the

sign under our alternative hypothesis. More importantly, the coefficient is not

significantly different from zero. The ensuing magnitude of the effect is negligible.

A shift of the cyclical indicator from its 25th to its 75th percentile involves a

change of 0.07 of the indicator, implying a 0.3% change in birth weight.13

13The estimated standard errors are virtually identical to those obtained with a cluster-robust
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Additional analyses confirm that the business cycle does not have a significant

effect on the probability of low birth weight (recall that the latter is a rare out-

come in our sample). Furthermore, a birth weight regression for the subsample

of survivors until age 3 produces virtually identical results as in Table 2.

The effects of the other covariates on birth weight are as expected. The par-

ents’ social class has a significant effect. The time trend has no effect, confirming

the fact that mean birth weight barely increases over time. If the mother was rel-

atively old at birth and/or she was married, then the birth weight is significantly

higher. The season of birth does not have an effect on birth weight. The estimated

effect of the business cycle does not depend in a notable way on whether these

other characteristics are included or not. In a sensitivity analysis we include the

interaction between the business cycle and the parents’ social class, but its effect

is insignificant (t-value 0.2). We also consider the business cycle in the year before

birth and weighted averages of both cyclical components (using the time distance

from the birth date to January 1 as a weight), but this does not change the above

findings. The results are robust with respect to functional forms (e.g. regress-

ing birth weight in levels rather than logs) and the inclusion of other covariates.

We conclude from all this that there is no causal effect of the business cycle at

birth on birth weight. This is consistent with the evidence reported earlier in this

subsection, including the literature review of Margerison Zilko (2010).

As noted in the previous subsection, an association between birth weight

and the business cycle might be affected by household-specific behavior towards

fertility over the business cycle. For example, some households may fine-tune their

fertility decisions on private expert knowledge about the state of the cycle in the

next year. Controlling for observed covariates capturing such behavior deals with

this. Recall also that the social-class composition of newborns does not change

over the cycle. Concerning unobserved determinants we may deal with this issue

by restricting attention to within-household variation in birth weight and the

business cycle at birth, exploiting the fact that siblings are identified in the data.

Table 8 in the Appendix presents estimates of Fixed Effects panel data models,

allowing for a mother-specific fixed effect that may be correlated to the observed

covariates including the state of the cycle at birth. The corresponding sample is

much smaller than in Table 2, since only 933 mothers have multiple sons in the

data. Accordingly, the resulting estimates are less precise and less robust to the

choice of regressors than those in Table 2. The estimates in Table 8 are for the

standard error estimator that clusters by year of birth, i.e. that allows for arbitrary correlations

between individual outcomes within birth year cohorts. This robustness result applies to all

OLS regressions in the paper.
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Table 2: OLS estimates of regression model for the log individual birth weight

variable est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) –0.00006 (0.0029) 0.0

business cycle at birth –0.045 (0.034) 1.3

social class at birth (inverse scale) –0.0033 (0.0014) 2.4

birth in city –0.0025 (0.0043) 0.6

mother’s age, at birth 0.0025 (0.00035) 7.1

mother married, at birth 0.020 (0.0063) 3.2

birth in fall 0.0058 (0.0060) 1.0

birth in winter –0.0015 (0.0058) 0.3

birth in spring 0.0018 (0.0058) 0.3

sample size 7188

Note: the columns denoted by “t” give the t-values. Constant term not reported.

same set of regressors as in Table 2, but also for a subset of regressors that can

be expected to vary frequently and exogenously across sons of a given mother

while excluding regressors that have been found to be irrelevant in Table 2. The

results do not change in a relevant way if the mother’s marital status is included.

In all cases, the business cycle has no significant effect on birth weight, and the

size of the coefficient is again small.

3.3 Conceptual framework

The finding that business cycle and birth weight are independent variables in the

population facilitates the econometric analysis of their effects on CV mortality

and other outcomes. For example, if higher-order terms in the specification of the

CV mortality rate as a function of business cycle and birth weight are ignored

then the estimates are less likely to be affected by that than if there were multi-

collinearity. More importantly, the above finding helps to interpret the results on

CV mortality and other outcomes in terms of underlying determinants. In this

subsection we develop a framework for the causal effects between the variables we

consider, and we examine the implications of the independence of birth weight
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and the business cycle. For ease of exposition, in this subsection, we do not con-

sider the variables that are realized in between birth and death such as childhood

cognitive ability and the attained level of education.

The key causal variable is the nutrition in utero and shortly after birth (includ-

ing the associated stress level; for convenience we refer to all of this as nutrition

at birth). Broadly speaking, we distinguish between three sets of determinants of

the quality and quantity of nutrition at birth, to the extent that this quality and

quantity are important for late-life health. First, (1) there is the inherited biolog-

ical and genetic setting, say B, influencing the build-up of the body and the ease

with which nutrients are extracted in utero. Secondly, (2) we consider the tran-

sitory economic conditions E around the time of birth. Thirdly, (3) we consider

steady-state income and wealth of the household S, including its lifestyle, hous-

ing conditions, exposure to pollution and so on. This distinction does not extend

to the era before conception. Notably, wealth may be influenced by the genetic

predisposition of the ancestors, whereas wealth of the grandparents may have

led to epigenetic changes among the parents that may be inherited by the child.

Concerning the period around birth, we assign for now any transitory conditions

that are not driven by economic changes into the third category, tacitly assum-

ing that they are a function of the steady-state non-biological household-specific

conditions. Epigenetic changes in the child are not considered to be determinants

of nutrition at birth but rather as possible outcomes of the above determinants.

Notice that we expect direct causal effects of each of the three determinants on

the CV mortality outcome.

The business cycle only affects the second determinant E. Conversely, birth

weight in the normal range does not affect any of the determinants but instead it

may potentially depend on each of them. However, from the previous subsection

we know that it does not depend on E. Now consider the social class of the

parents’ household. One may argue that this is a good summary measure of the

third determinant S. In particular, it does not depend on transitory economic

conditions around birth (although it may depend on the genetic background via

previous generations). Now recall that we take nutrition at birth to be a function

of B,E and S. If, in the empirical mortality model, we use the observed cycle

at birth to capture E and the observed social class to capture S, and if we also

include birth weight in the model, then birth weight may represent B (to the

extent that biological determinants are not already captured by social class). In

other words, if we condition on the cycle and social class as explanatory variables

for CV mortality, then the effect of birth weight may capture the CV mortality

effects throughout life of the biological and genetic background insofar as this
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background favored circumstances in utero.

A caveat is in order. Recall that we assume that family lifestyle characteristics

and idiosyncratic shocks that affect birth weight can be captured by social class.

To the extent that in reality they are not related to social class, their causal

effect on the outcomes of interest may be captured by the estimated effect of

birth weight. More in general, birth weight is likely to be a noisy measure of the

relevant sets of genetic and long-run income and wealth determinants B, S. Using

such a measure as an explanatory variable may introduce a correlation between

the explanatory variables and the residual term in the mortality model, making

estimates inconsistent.14 This issue is ignored in much of the literature in which

birth weight is used as an explanatory variable. We can deal with this at least

to some extent by exploiting the fact that we observe siblings in the sample. If

the “noise” in the birth weight effect is identical across siblings then fixed-effect

estimation methods using within-family variation are not sensitive to this. In fact,

if the line of reasoning of the previous paragraph is correct then birth weight itself

should have a small coefficient in such analyses, because both its determinants B

and S are mostly family-specific in the normal range of birth weight.

Of course, there may be aspects of early-life conditions that are not related to

any of the three sets of determinants B,E and S and that are not reflected in the

birth weight. Such aspects will not be captured by the estimated effects of the

business cycle, birth weight or social class. Instead, they give rise to unobserved

heterogeneity in the CV mortality analysis. To the extent that they are household-

specific, this is dealt with by fixed-effect estimation methods.

4 Long-run effects on cardiovascular mortality

4.1 Estimation results for the individual CV mortality

rate

Our model specifications for the individual CV mortality rate follow those in

the literature. Age is measured in days, so we take it to be a continuous random

variable. Let τ denote current calendar time and let τ0 := τ−t be calendar time at

14Let birth weight be a function of B and S, and let CV mortality be a function of B,E and

S. The first function can be used to obtain an expression for B in terms of birth weight and S,

and this can be substituted into the mortality function, to obtain a function of birth weight,

E and S, which can be used for inference on causal effects of E,B and S. Such inference is

only possible if birth weight is perfectly explained by B and S, which is of course a strong

assumption.
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birth. We may express the (CV) mortality rate θ of an individual at a given point

of time in terms of the prevailing age t, individual background characteristics x,

current conditions z(τ), early-life indicators c(τ) with τ close to τ0, unobserved

individual characteristics or frailty V , and various interaction terms. For example,

log θ(t|x, z, c(τ − t), V ) = ψ(t) + β′
1x+ η′c(τ0) + β′

2z(τ) + log V (1)

where η is the parameter of interest. This is a Mixed Proportional Hazards (MPH)

model with time-varying regressors z.

Table 3: Cox-PL parameter estimates of PH Models for the individual CV mor-

tality rate

parsimonious extended

variable est. (st.error) t est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) –0.20 (0.039) 5.1 –0.21 (0.040) 5.3

business cycle at birth –1.58 (0.43) 3.7 –1.56 (0.43) 3.6

log (birth weight) –0.45 (0.17) 2.7 –0.42 (0.17) 2.5

cycle at birth ∗ log (birth weight) 6.11 (2.29) 2.7 6.28 (2.32) 2.7

social class at birth (inverse scale) 0.061 (0.015) 4.1 0.044 (0.017) 2.5

cycle at birth ∗ social class at birth –0.031 (0.22) 0.1

birth in city –0.021 (0.054) 0.4

mother’s age, at birth –0.00036 (0.0045) 0.1

mother married, at birth –0.14 (0.076) 1.9

birth in fall 0.036 (0.077) 0.5

birth in winter 0.13 (0.073) 1.8

birth in spring 0.084 (0.074) 1.1

sample size 6318 6314

log partial likelihood –11840.9 –11829.0

Note: explanatory variables that are interacted are measured in deviation from their

mean value. The columns denoted by “t” give the t-values.

We capture long-run secular and current trend effects by way of a log-linear
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function of the birth year. We could as well take a function of τ . A seemingly more

general specification with polynomials in t, τ0 as well as τ would be susceptible

to the so-called age-period-cohort identification problem.

In the absence of unobserved heterogeneity, the model reduces to a PH model,

and the parameters β and η can be estimated with Partial Likelihood Estimation.

This means that the age-dependence function ψ (or “force of mortality” or “base-

line hazard”) is left unspecified when estimating these parameters. Note that the

longevity data are left-truncated in the year 1952 because death causes are not

observed before that. Furthermore, cause-specific mortality is right-censored by

mortality due to other causes. One may question the assumption that such cen-

soring is non-informative on the CV mortality rate conditional on the observed

covariates. Wienke et al. (2002) allow unobserved determinants of different cause-

specific mortality rates to be stochastically dependent. They estimate models with

Danish twin data distinguishing between mortality due to coronary heart disease

and mortality due to all other causes. They do not find a significant dependence

between the unobserved determinants of the two cause-specific mortality rates.

We take this as support for our assumption of non-informative censoring of CV

mortality.

The first columns of Table 3 present the estimates for the simplest model

version. Here, the CV mortality rate depends on the two early-life indicators as

well as their interaction and on the parents’ social class. In addition, we control

for age and a time trend. The estimates in the final columns concern a model

with a larger set of covariates.

The first notable result is that the business cycle has a significant effect on

the CV mortality rate. Birth in a recession implies a higher CV mortality rate

later in life. The magnitude of the estimated average effect on longevity can

be inferred by combining the estimates with an estimate of the age dependence

function ψ. We compare two values of the business cycle indicator, namely the

25th and the 75th percentile of its distribution. The difference between these

values equals 7% of real per capita GDP. According to the simple model, the

ensuing difference in the CV mortality rate is about 10%. This can be translated

into additional months of life if we adopt a parametric model specification (see

below) and assume (a) that the estimated parametric specification extrapolates

to ages above those observed in our data, and (b) the distribution of the right-

censoring of CV mortality is not affected by the business cycle at birth. With

this in mind we obtain an average effect of about 6 to 8 months extra life beyond

having reached prime ages. In the absence of other death causes this number

would rise to about a year. These numbers are in the same ball park as those
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reported in Van den Berg, Doblhammer and Christensen (2011), who examine CV

mortality for the birth cohorts 1873–1906 of twins in Denmark, and to numbers

that can be deduced from Van den Berg, Lindeboom and Portrait (2006) who

examine over-all mortality for cohorts born in 1815–1902 in the Netherlands. This

mutual consistency lends further credence to the use of the business cycle at birth

as an indicator of early-life conditions.

As expected, birth weight has a significant negative effect on the CV mortality

rate as well. However, the change in birth weight required for an associated few

additional months of life is large. The cited literature on the effect of specific

interventions on birth weight suggests that improvements of say 100 grams may

be feasible among those with low birth weight. Our estimates imply that across

the normal range, 100 grams do not suffice to prolong longevity with more than

one month, at least if one restricts attention to effects on CV mortality, and

keeping the above caveats in mind when translating effects into longevity.

We now turn to the interaction effect of birth weight and business cycle. In

the literature on mortality, the object of interest is the log individual mortality

rate. Equivalently, the effects of interest are the relative effects on the individual

mortality rate. In accordance to this, we focus on interaction effects on the log

individual mortality rate, or, equivalently, on interactions of relative effects on

the individual mortality rate.

The fact that the interaction coefficient in Table 3 is significant and positive

means that birth weight and the business cycle at birth are substitutes in their

beneficial relative effect on the CV mortality rate, in the sense that the effect on

log θ of a simultaneous improvement in both is smaller in absolute value than

the sum of the separate effects. Consider the 25th and the 75th percentiles of

the distributions of our two indicators of early-life conditions. The difference for

the cycle is again 7% of real per capita GDP, whereas for birth weight it is 650

gram. According to the simple model, an additional 650 gram birth weight for

someone born in a recession leads to a CV mortality rate reduction of 13.6%

beyond having reached prime ages. In case of birth in a boom, the reduction is

6.3%. Thus, the adverse effect of low birth weight is more severe if the child was

born in a recession.

Again, this can be translated into months of additional life, under the as-

sumptions listed above. Note that duration models like the MPH and PH models

postulate a non-linear non-additive relation between the expected longevity and

its explanatory variables (see e.g. Van den Berg, 2001). As a result, the estimated

models predict interaction effects of birth weight and the business cycle at birth

on mean longevity even if the former do not interact in the log mortality rate. It
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turns out that the size of this mechanical interaction effect is opposite to the size

of the interaction coefficient in the log mortality rate. Furthermore, the quantita-

tive importance of the mechanical interaction effect is smaller than the effect due

to the interaction coefficient which causes mean longevity to increase with 5 more

months if birth weight increases with 650 gram in a recession than if it increases

with this amount in a boom (so the increase is about 9 months in a recession and

4 months in a boom). Thus, the interaction effect on the mean duration is not

an artefact of the model specification.

Table 3 shows that the findings so far are robust to the inclusion of additional

covariates. The interaction of the business cycle at birth and social class at birth

does not affect mortality. This is an important finding for two reasons. First, if

such an interaction were present then it could have been the driving force behind

the interaction result in the simple model in the first columns of Table 3. After

all, social class influences birth weight. Secondly, the absence of an interaction

effect of the cycle and social class suggests that in the present setting, the higher

classes were not exempted from exposure to cyclical fluctuations. We also consider

interaction effects of birth weight and parental social class, but in accordance to

the estimates of Rajaleid, Manor and Koupil (2008) with the UBCoS data, we

do not find such effects.15 The other covariate effects in the extended model are

as expected. Omitting the interaction of cycle and birth weight does not affect

the other coefficients. The business cycle in the year before birth does not affect

CV mortality. This is in accordance to the literature cited above.

According to the conceptual framework developed in Subsection 3.3, the find-

ings of this subsection translate into an interaction effect of (i) transitory eco-

nomic conditions at birth and (ii) the inherited biological and genetic setting,

in their effect on the log individual CV mortality rate. Basically, economic con-

ditions at birth make a larger difference if the infant is born into a low birth

weight family. Note that we control for parental social class which may capture

effects of family habits, lifestyle and the long-run wealth level. Thus, a sudden

deterioration of economic conditions around the date of birth, leading to a sudden

deterioration of nutrition and stress in the household, has more severe long-run

effects on CV mortality in families that have a stronger biological vulnerability

for CV diseases in the first place. This is a novel result. It may be tempting to

interpret it as an interaction between nature and nurture. However, in the light

of recent evidence on the effects of early-life conditions on epigenetic outcomes

and their possible intergenerational transmission (see e.g. Heijmans et al., 2008),

15The interaction of birth weight and social class is also studied in Osler et al. (2003). Specif-

ically, following Danish men born in 1953 up to age 49, they do not find an effect on mortality.
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the existence of a separate “nature” category is questionable, and accordingly the

distinction between nature and nurture has lost much of its meaning. Further,

recall that if there are family lifestyle characteristics that affect birth weight and

that are not related to social class then the estimated effects of birth weight may

include effects of such characteristics.16

Van den Berg, Doblhammer and Christensen (2011) find that the correlation

between fraternal twins of their unobserved CV mortality determinants is larger

if the twin pair is born in a recession. This means that shared background charac-

teristics are more important for CV mortality if the twins are born in a recession.

Clearly, this is in agreement with the interaction effect of cycle at birth and birth

weight that we find (although the cited study does not control for social class

and it is conceivable that its result is driven by a higher sensitivity of low social

class parents to the cycle in Denmark in the late 19th century).

We perform some additional sensitivity checks. First, we estimate model ver-

sions that allow for unobserved individual characteristics at the individual level.

Specifically, we estimate (1) using maximum likelihood estimation, allowing for

unobserved heterogeneity V that follows a gamma distribution, and assuming

Gompertz duration dependence (so ψ(t) is linear). In longevity studies, these

functional forms are relatively uncontroversial. It turns out that the results are

similar to those above, the main difference being that the covariate effects and

their standard errors are slightly larger in absolute value, as is to be expected

(Van den Berg, 2001).

To investigate whether the year of birth has a causal long-run effect on CV

mortality on top of the effects of the business cycle and the secular trend, we esti-

mate a model that includes binary birth-year indicators as explanatory variables.

With 15 birth years and with regressors for the cycle and the trend, this amounts

to 12 additional indicators. Here we exclude interaction effects of birth weight

and the business cycle at birth but we control for other covariates. According to

a Likelihood Ratio test, these additional indicators do not improve the fit of the

model, and the business cycle coefficient does not change much. The latter also

applies if we include a squared trend variable instead of the 12 indicators. We

also re-estimate the parsimonious model 15 times while excluding all individuals

from one of each of the 15 birth years. Again, the results are in accordance with

the hypothesis that the model specification is homogeneous across birth years.

Adding a quadratic term of the business cycle indicator or of the log birth weight

16See Fletcher (2012) for an example of unambiguous nature-nurture interaction effects

(namely the interaction effect of a certain genotype and the tobacco tax level on tobacco

consumption).
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does not affect the key findings either.17

4.2 Stratified Partial Likelihood Estimation

As mentioned above, the association between the business cycle at birth and later

outcomes may be affected by selective household-specific behavior towards fertil-

ity over the business cycle. In that case, the estimates of the previous subsection

may be biased. This is not solved by random effects estimation (like maximum

likelihood estimation of a Mixed Proportional Hazards model version). Instead,

we use Stratified Partial Likelihood Estimation (SPL). With SPL, unobserved

characteristics (or frailty terms, or fixed effects) that are common across siblings

do not enter the likelihood function. Hence, estimation does not require the as-

sumption that observed and unobserved explanatory variables are independent.

This makes the method useful to deal with selectivity of newborns born at par-

ticular stages of the business cycle.

Consider the following model for the log CV mortality rate of individual i in

household j, which generalizes the PH model,

ψj(t) + β′
1xij + η′c(τ0,ij) (2)

In (2), the term ψj subsumes all heterogeneity at the household level, including

observed and unobserved household characteristics. For example, it may be writ-

ten as ξ(t) + αxj + β′
2z(τ) + log Vj, with the unobservables Vj being potentially

dependent on the explanatory variables xij and the birth years τ0,ij.

SPL maximizes the function obtained by multiplying the within-household

partial likelihoods. The function ψj is unspecified and is not estimated along with

the other parameters. See Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980) and Ridder and Tunalı

(1999) for details. In the terminology of Ridder and Tunalı (1999), we face an

asynchronous observation scheme made synchronous. They explain complications

involved in the use of SPL to study child mortality with sibling data, but since

we condition on survival into adulthood, many of those do not apply here. Most

importantly, we need to rule out that the death of an older sibling has a direct

17The data contain a measure of gestational age. We do not use this variable in our main

analyses because it is not clear how reliable it is. Its measurement may be the result of a

reconstruction by a hospital nurse. have been Alternatively, it may be jointly determined with

birth weight, as a function of underlying factors. Its sample correlation with birth weight is

about 0.5 whereas it is not correlated to the business cycle. Adding gestational age in the

birth weight regression does not affect the business cycle coefficient, and adding it to the CV

mortality analysis does not affect the estimated long-run effects of business cycle and birth

weight.
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causal effect on the mortality rate of surviving younger siblings. Of course, this

assumption also applies to the estimates of the previous subsection.

Effectively, SPL only exploits within-household variation in birth weight and

the business cycle at birth. Like in fixed effect panel data estimation, the ef-

fects of covariates that are common across siblings are not identified. The model

specification allows for full interaction of the values of such covariates with the

elapsed age t and the unobserved household-specific covariates. Now consider

the argument in Subsection 3.3 that birth weight as a long-run determinant of

CV mortality mostly captures steady-state household-specific conditions. In that

case, the birth weight effect will be captured by ψj, so including it in xij will

result in the corresponding coefficient being zero. This also applies to interaction

effects of birth weight and individual-specific determinants, notably c((τ − t)ij).

Thus, SPL allows us to verify whether the effect of birth weight is primarily

household-specific rather than individual-specific.

Table 9 in the Appendix presents the SPL estimates. The sample is much

smaller than in Table 3. We therefore only present results for the parsimonious

set of regressors. The results are robust with respect to the inclusion of regressors

from Table 3 that can be expected to vary frequently across sons of a given

mother (notably, season of birth and the interaction of social class and the cycle

at birth).

In all cases, the business cycle at birth has a significant effect on CV mortality,

in line with the results of the previous subsection. As our analysis is the first ever

in which sibling fixed effects are used to deal with the possibility of endogenous

fertility in the study of long-run effects, this finding lends further credence to

the presence of causal long-run effects. Further, the mutual consistency with the

results in Table 3 lends further credence to the use of the business cycle at birth

as an indicator of early-life conditions.

In the SPL analysis, birth weight has no effect on CV mortality rate. This

applies to the marginal effect as well as to the interaction with the cycle at birth.

This confirms that birth weight mostly captures household-specific conditions.
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5 Childhood ability and education in the path-

way from economic conditions at birth to car-

diovascular mortality

5.1 Determinants of ability: the business cycle at birth,

birth weight, and personal characteristics

As mentioned in the introduction, birth weight has been shown to be positively

correlated to cognitive ability as measured by IQ during childhood or school

performance. This applies to low birth weight as well as to the normal range

of birth weight, controlling for other personal characteristics. The effect of the

business cycle at birth on ability or school grades has not been studied yet.

Figure 5 presents nonparametric kernel density estimates of the densities of the

arithmetic & geometry school grade (score), stratified by whether the business

cycle indicator in the birth year is positive (boom) or negative (recession). The

bandwidth is set equal to 2 in order to smoothen oscillations in the functions.

The density for those born in a boom is an almost perfect location shift of the

density for those born in a recession, the difference equalling about 0.2 of a grade

point. This suggests that economic conditions around birth do have a causal

effect on ability. For the average of the scores over all subjects areas, the results

are essentially the same, although it is slightly less responsive. Henceforth, for

simplicity but with some abuse of language, we refer to the math school grade

(score) as “the” ability score or simply as ability.

To proceed, we estimate regression models for the ability outcome. Table 4

presents the estimation results. They confirm that economic conditions at birth as

well as the biological predisposition (as captured by birth weight) affect ability.

The effects are, however, small. Comparing again the 25th and the 75th per-

centiles of the distributions, the business cycle changes the ability score by 0.15

of a point, while birth weight achieves a 0.10 change, in each specification. These

translate into 0.07 and 0.05 of one standard deviation of ability.

The effect of economic conditions at birth can be explained in a number of

ways. First, there may be a biological effect of nutrition on brain development in

utero. Antonow-Schlorke et al. (2011) provide evidence for this from an experi-

ment with primates. Secondly, such an effect may also be induced shortly after

birth. Using data from an intervention trial in Guatemala, Stein et al. (2008) find

a significant effect of the provision of a nutritional supplement from birth until

24 months on cognitive ability at age 30 (regardless of education). Thirdly, with
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Figure 5. Nonparametric estimate of the density of the ability score among ten

year olds, by whether real GDP per capita at birth was above or below its trend

value.

favorable economic conditions the quality of the child-mother relationship may

be better, and this may improve cognitive abilities of the child. Stams, Juffer

and Van IJzendoorn (2002) find evidence for an effect of maternal attachment on

cognitive ability among children who were adopted before 6 months of age.

The small size of the birth weight effect is consistent with the systematic

literature review of Shenkin, Starr and Deary (2004) concerning birth weight

effects on childhood cognitive abilities. The insignificant interaction effect of birth

weight and business cycle means that these do not interact in their beneficial

effect on ability. Hence, the association between birth weight and ability does not

depend on economic conditions at birth.18

18We also estimate a model allowing for a sibling fixed effect that may be correlated to the

observed covariates including the state of the cycle at birth and birth weight. Effectively, this

amounts to using within-family variation only. The corresponding sample is small because it

requires multiple brothers within a family in the school district for whom we actually observe

the school grades. We end up with only 578 mothers, jointly having 1323 sons, and the resulting

estimates are imprecise and sensitive to the choice of regressors. Shenkin, Starr and Deary (2004)

review a few studies with sibling designs and conclude that their findings on the presence of an

effect are inconsistent. Oreopoulos et al. (2008) use a very large sample containing over 40,000
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Table 4: OLS estimates of regression models for the ability score

parsimonious extended

variable est. (st.error) t est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) 0.064 (0.044) 1.5 0.062 (0.044) 1.4

business cycle at birth 2.17 (0.51) 4.3 2.06 (0.51) 4.1

log (birth weight) 0.51 (0.21) 2.5 0.54 (0.21) 2.6

cycle at birth ∗ log (birth weight) 3.20 (3.12) 1.0 2.40 (3.13) 0.8

social class at birth (inverse scale) –0.11 (0.018) 6.2 –0.11 (0.021) 5.4

cycle at birth ∗ social class at birth –0.15 (0.29) 0.5

birth in city –0.034 (0.064) 0.6

mother’s age, at birth –0.014 (0.0054) 2.5

mother married, at birth 0.15 (0.097) 1.6

birth in fall 0.036 (0.090) 0.4

birth in winter 0.42 (0.087) 4.9

birth in spring 0.31 (0.088) 3.5

sample size 4376 4373

Note: explanatory variables that are interacted are measured in deviation from their

mean value. The columns denoted by “t” give the t-values. Constant terms not reported.

The models only explain a small fraction of the variation in ability (R2 values

≤ 0.03). Notice that the effects of birth weight and business cycle at birth are

dominated by the effects of social class and season of birth. The ability score is

higher if the boy was born in winter or spring (January-June). This finding is

confirmed in Fredriksson and Öckert (2005) who studied cohorts born after 1934.

It is explained by the fact that school entry takes place in August of the year in

siblings to study the effect of birth weight (over the full range) on a language skills test score

at around age 17. Interestingly, they find a small significant effect in a regression analysis of

their full sample but no effect in a sibling fixed effect analysis. Along the lines of our conceptual

framework, this suggests that the association between birth weight and ability is mostly driven

by family characteristics such as the genetic predisposition.
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which the individual turns 7.

5.2 Ability as a determinant of cardiovascular mortality

This subsection considers (i) whether the long-run effects on CV mortality run

indirectly through ability and (ii) whether ability mitigates adverse early-life

conditions. An indirect pathway through ability is said to exist if the following

set of results is found. First, early-life conditions affect ability. This has already

been found in the previous subsection. Secondly, ability affects CV mortality as

an explanatory variable in a model that controls for early-life conditions. Thirdly,

the coefficients of early-life conditions in the CV mortality model are smaller in

absolute value if ability is controlled for than if it is not. The more substantial

the reduction in the size of these coefficients, the more important the indirect

pathway is, compared to a direct long-run effect.19 Finally, a mitigating role of

ability is revealed by interaction effects of early-life conditions and ability as

determinants of the log CV mortality rate.

The inclusion of ability in the CV mortality model reduces the sample size in

comparison to Section 4, since we only use ability score data from the Uppsala

school dictrict. To verify that the findings of Section 4 still hold true, we re-

estimate the model specifications of that section using the school district sub-

sample. It turns out that the coefficients are barely affected. This can be seen

from the first columns of Table 5, presenting the estimates of the parsimonious

specification (for sake of brevity we do not present the extended specification).

The coefficients are as in Table 3. CV mortality is slightly more responsive to

the business cycle than it is in the full sample. This may be because households

outside of the school district are mostly from rural agricultural areas.

From the second set of columns we observe that ability has a significantly

negative effect on CV mortality. However, the estimated effects of business cycle,

birth weight and their interaction are unaffected by the inclusion of ability into

19Quantification of direct vs. indirect effects on hazard rates requires a number of assump-

tions; see e.g. Lange and Hansen (2011) and Kaufman, MacLehose and Kaufman (2004). (See

also Blakely (2002) for an assessment of when results are particularly affected.) In particular,

in our case we require that ability is exogenous conditional on early-life conditions and the

other covariates. Unobserved determinants of ability are not allowed to affect the CV mortality

rate. This could be avoided if an instrumental variable for ability were available, but clearly all

observed early-life determinants of ability may be expected to directly affect CV mortality as

well. Note further that hazard rate estimation is sensitive to omission of variables, such that

estimation of a model without ability typically leads to attenuated coefficients if ability has an

effect on the individual hazard rate (Van den Berg, 2001). This may lead to an over-estimation

of the importance of indirect effects. As we shall see, we do not find evidence for indirect effects.
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Table 5: Cox-PL parameter estimates of PH Models for the individual CV mor-

tality rate with the ability score as a covariate

without ability no interactions interactions with

with ability ability

variable est. (st.error) t est. (st.error) t est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) –0.19 (0.046) 4.0 –0.18 (0.046) 4.0 –0.18 (0.046) 4.0

business cycle at birth –1.96 (0.51) 3.9 –1.86 (0.51) 3.7 –1.89 (0.51) 3.7

log (birth weight) –0.59 (0.20) 3.0 –0.57 (0.20) 2.9 –0.55 (0.20) 2.8

cycle at birth ∗ log(birth weight) 6.78 (2.62) 2.6 6.83 (2.63) 2.6 6.86 (2.63) 2.6

social class at birth (inv scale) 0.056 (0.018) 3.1 0.053 (0.018) 2.9 0.053 (0.018) 2.9

ability score –0.039 (0.015) 2.6 –0.039 (0.015) 2.6

ability score ∗ cycle at birth –0.19 (0.21) 0.9

ability score ∗ log(birth weight) 0.051 (0.088) 0.6

sample size 4268 4268 4268

log partial likelihood –7988.9 –7985.5 –7984.9

Note: sample only includes those for whom ability is observed in Uppsala school district.

Explanatory variables that are interacted are measured in deviation from their mean

value. The columns denoted by “t” give the t-values.

the model. The coefficient of the business cycle is reduced by 5% but this is

negligible in the light of its standard error. The reduction of the other early-life

coefficients is even smaller.20 This also applies to SPL analyses (where the sample

is small, with 1262 individuals from 555 mothers). In sum, there is no sizeable

indirect pathway running through ability. Apparently, the effect of ability on CV

mortality is driven by other determinants or components of ability than those

captured by birth weight and the business cycle.21

It is interesting to compare our estimated effect of ability on CV mortality to

20These findings are insensitive to monotone transformations of the ability measure as a

covariate.
21Osler et al. (2003) consider the over-all mortality rate before age 50 as a function of birth

weight, parental social class and IQ at age 12. All three have a significant effect. Including IQ

at age 12 to the specification does not affect the birth weight coefficients. This is consistent

with our findings.
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the evidence in the literature. Batty et al. (2009) report a negative effect of IQ at

age 18 on the coronary heart disease (CHD) mortality rate up to age 52, across

the full IQ range, and controlling for parental social class and birth year. The

estimated effect size is as large as 30% for a one-standard deviation change in the

cognitive measure. This is substantially larger than our estimated effect (about

8% for a one-standard deviation change). Perhaps CHD mortality at middle ages

is more responsive to ability than CV mortality at high ages, or perhaps IQ at age

18 is confounded by events in the age interval 11–17. In the context of our paper,

a more interesting explanation for the difference is that Batty et al. (2009) do not

control for confounding by birth weight. After all, as we have seen, a higher birth

weight leads to lower CV mortality as well as higher ability. More in general,

studies on the effect of cognitive functioning in childhood on late-life health and

cause-specific mortality typically assume tacitly that ability is exogenous while

excluding conditions around birth as covariates (see the literature overview in

Batty, Deary and Gottfredson, 2007). By implication, they may over-estimate

the beneficial effect of ability. Osler et al. (2003) find that omitting birth weight

from a PH model for over-all mortality until age 50 as a function of IQ at age 12

and parental social class does not affect the IQ coefficient. However, they do not

control for transitory economic conditions around birth. In our own CV mortality

analysis, if we omit birth weight and the business cycle from our specification

with ability as explanatory variable then the coefficient of ability goes from –

0.039 to –0.045, and if we omit parental social class as well then the coefficient

becomes –0.048 (standard error always 0.015). By ignoring confounding by early-

life conditions, the estimated size of the effect of a change in ability on the CV

mortality rate thus increases. We conclude from this that studies of the effect of

ability early in life on health later in life should try to control for confounding by

early-life conditions.

Absence of an indirect pathway does not rule out that high ability mitigates

(or enhances) the long-run effects of early-life conditions. To study this, we es-

timate the CV mortality models with interactions between early-life conditions

on the one hand and ability on the other. The results unambiguously show that

these interactions are not significantly different from zero. The final columns of

Table 5 give the results for the parsimonious specification. The marginal ability

effect and the other coefficients are not affected by the inclusion of ability inter-

action effects. We conclude that the long-run effects of early-life conditions are

not influenced by ability.22

22Here and below we do not report SPL estimates. The subsamples that can be used are

small since they require multi-sibling observation of ability and level of education (requiring
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5.3 The level of education

In this subsection we consider education as an intermediary in-between early-life

conditions and ability on the one hand, and CV mortality on the other hand. We

examine to what extent long-run effects run through education and to what ex-

tent education mitigates or reinforces adverse early-life conditions. The empirical

approach is analogous to that used for ability in the previous subsections.

Table 6 reports regression estimates for the highest attained individual level

of education as a function of the parsimonious set of covariates. In this set we

include ability because a priori it seems an important determinant of the level of

education. However, as we have seen, it is partly determined by early-life condi-

tions, and as such its effect may reflect effects of early-life conditions. We therefore

also estimate a more reduced-form specification in which ability is omitted (final

columns). Notice that this results in a larger sample size (but this does not affect

the results).

We conclude that birth weight and the business cycle at birth do not have

an influence on the level of education. Although the signs of the effects are in

line with a beneficial education effect of favorable conditions around birth, the

coefficients are insignificant and small. This result applies whether we control for

ability or not. Hence, there is no direct and no indirect effect.

Not surprisingly, ability has a strong effect on education. Putting this together

with the findings accumulated above, we conclude that one component of ability

depends on economic and biological early-life conditions and a different compo-

nent affects the attained level of education. This confirms that early-life cognitive

ability is a composite measure consisting of heterogeneous components.23 An ad-

ditional implication of the above findings is that the cycle at birth and birth

weight do not confound the effect of ability on education, since these two indica-

tors of early-life conditions do not affect education in the first place.

Next to ability, education is primarily determined by social class at birth.

The latter is strongly related to (and will often equal) social class at schoolgoing

ages.24 In an era where access to higher education was easier if parents were

survival up to 1970; see Subsection 5.3) as well as residence in the Uppsala school district and a

sufficient number of CV deaths. Moreover, with a small sample, estimates of interaction effects

may be sensitive to the assumed functional form of the dependence of CV mortality on early-life

conditions since ability also depends on these conditions.
23If the data would contain childhood behavioral outcomes then we could investigate the role

of ability more deeply, by using a random-effects approach along the lines of Carneiro, Hansen

and Heckman (2003). Specifically, we could allow ability to depend on latent factors capturing

different components which also affect childhood behavioral outcomes.
24In this sense, the result is consistent with the findings in the literature of family income and
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Table 6: OLS estimates of regression models for the highest attained level of

education

parsimonious id., without ability

variable est. (st.error) t est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) 0.047 (0.026) 1.8 0.020 (0.023) 0.9

business cycle at birth 0.21 (0.31) 0.7 0.25 (0.27) 0.9

log (birth weight) 0.060 (0.12) 0.5 0.14 (0.10) 1.3

cycle at birth ∗ log (birth weight) –2.30 (1.90) 1.2 –1.12 (1.62) 0.7

social class at birth (inverse scale) –0.13 (0.011) 12.0 –0.18 (0.0090) 19.3

ability score 0.12 (0.0090) 12.9

sample size 3957 5836

Note: explanatory variables that are interacted are measured in deviation from their

mean value. The columns denoted by “t” give the t-values. Constant terms not reported.

wealthy, it is plausible that social class had a large influence on education (see

e.g. Jonsson, 1991, for Swedish historical evidence on the importance of class

background on education). In eras where access is universal, this effect may be

smaller, while the effect of other early-life conditions might be larger. Indeed,

Oreopoulos et al. (2008), examining Canadian birth cohorts 1978–1985, find that

birth weight affects whether a certain level of education has been achieved at age

17. This carries over to their sibling fixed effect analysis.

Our findings on the determinants of education also hold if we use the extended

set of covariates. The only additional covariate that has a significant effect on

education is whether one is born in the city (positive effect). The results are also

confirmed by Fixed Effects analyses of the level of education, allowing for sibling

fixed effects. In those analyses, ability is a significant determinant of education

but the early-life indicators are not.

We now turn to CV mortality analyses. Recall that the level of education is

educational achievement (see Duncan, 2006, for a survey). In this literature, interventions are

analyzed where family income is increased over a substantial range of (early) childhood years.
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Table 7: Cox-PL parameter estimates of PH Models for the individual CV mor-

tality rate with the level of education as a covariate

without ability with ability

variable est. (st.error) t est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) –0.24 (0.041) 5.7 –0.22 (0.048) 4.5

business cycle at birth –1.41 (0.45) 3.1 –1.65 (0.54) 3.1

log (birth weight) –0.46 (0.17) 2.7 –0.57 (0.20) 2.8

cycle at birth ∗ log (birth weight) 6.55 (2.39) 2.7 7.12 (2.76) 2.6

education –0.11 (0.025) 4.4 –0.073 (0.030) 2.4

education ∗ cycle at birth 0.098 (0.36) 0.3 –0.16 (0.43) 0.4

education ∗ log (birth weight) –0.12 (0.16) 0.7 –0.024 (0.19) 0.1

social class at birth (inverse scale) 0.048 (0.016) 3.0 0.050 (0.019) 2.6

ability score –0.024 (0.016) 1.5

sample size 5828 3950

log partial likelihood –10836.7 –7327.7

Note: explanatory variables that are interacted are measured in deviation from their

mean value. The columns denoted by “t” give the t-values.

observed in 1970. Specifically, it is observed in the 1970 census which took place

on November 1, 1970. Hence, we restrict the mortality analyses to those alive

on that day. Partial likelihood estimation of the PH model rules out dynamic

selection on unobservables before this date, so that the ensuing covariate effects

may be attenuated.

Since we found that education is not determined by our early-life indicators,

we already know that there is no indirect effect from those indicators to CV

mortality. Hence we focus on interaction effects of education and the indicators,

to examine if education influences the detrimental effects of adverse conditions

early in life. Table 7 presents the results. Clearly, there are no such interactions.

Notice that education itself is highly significant.25 Recall that the association of

25Many studies have reported significant effects of education on over-all mortality (see the

overview in Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2006). However, Clark and Royer (2013), using more
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education and CV mortality is not confounded by our two indicators of early-life

conditions.

As a covariate, education reduces the CV mortality effect of ability that we

found in the previous subsection, making it insignificant. This, together with the

results that ability affects education and ability affects CV mortality if education

is omitted, implies that ability has an indirect effect on CV mortality by way of

the attained level of education and that it does not have additional effects on

CV mortality. Notice that this indirect pathway from ability to education and

onwards to CV mortality is not related to early-life conditions.

The study by Batty et al. (2009) discussed in the previous subsection fol-

lows post-1950 Swedish birth cohorts until 2002. Interestingly, they find that the

inclusion of education in the CHD mortality rate substantially attenuates the

association between ability at age 18 and CHD mortality. This suggests that our

finding is not completely driven by the institutional setting of the pre-World War

II educational system in Sweden.

As in all mortality analyses in the paper, the calendar time trend variable and

the parental social class at birth are the covariates with the largest effects on the

CV mortality rate. This is of course not surprising. The trend variable captures

secular changes in society over time. Parental social class reflects family-specific

behavioral habits, lifestyle, and the long-run wealth level throughout life.

The data also contain observations of the level of education attained by 1960 as

reported in the census from November 1, 1960. Unfortunately, the categorization

of the low education levels in less precise than in 1970. However, we may use

the observations to plug in values in case the level in 1970 was not observed.

This increases the sample size with about 5%. The ensuing estimation results are

essentially the same as those reported in this subsection. The latter also applies

if we proxy ability with the average test score across subject fields.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have analyzed long-run effects of the business cycle at birth and

birth weight on cardiovascular mortality at high ages. A recession at birth and a

lower birth weight each lead to higher CV mortality. We find that the association

between birth weight and CV mortality later in life is significantly stronger if the

individual is born in a recession. Birth weight is a more powerful predictor of

CV mortality if the individual is born in a recession than if he is born during an

recent birth cohorts than our study, only find a small causal effect.
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economic boom. Equivalently, among individuals with a lower birth weight it is

more informative whether the business cycle at birth was favorable or not.

These results can be taken at face value and can be used to identify individu-

als at high risk for CV mortality. We also aim to go beyond that and to identify

causal effects. This is facilitated by our finding that the birth weight distribution

does not vary over the business cycle. By exploiting the presence of siblings in the

data we find that the long-run effects of birth weight are mostly family-specific.

We conclude that birth weight as a covariate mostly captures background varia-

tion due to unobserved biological and genetic characteristics, provided that other

steady socio-economic and lifestyle family characteristics are properly accounted

for by our social class indicators. Along these lines, the interaction effect of busi-

ness cycle and birth weight translates into an interaction effect of (i) economic

conditions at birth and (ii) the inherited biological and genetic setting.

The long-run effects of these two aspects of early-life conditions on CV mortal-

ity do not run through cognitive ability or education. Instead, they reflect a direct

long-run biological causal effect. Economic conditions around birth (influencing

nutrition and/or stress around birth) and the inherited genetic and biological

family background appear to program the body of the individual in a way that

affects CV mortality at high ages. These direct long-run effects are not mitigated

by a high cognitive ability and/or a high education. For example, a high level of

education does not reduce the size of the association between birth weight and

CV mortality.

A high birth weight and favorable economic conditions at birth have signifi-

cantly positive effects on cognitive ability. However, these effects are small, and

they do not carry over towards the level of education or CV mortality. The over-

all long-run effect of early-life conditions is therefore mostly a direct biological

effect.

In general, we identify two causal pathways leading up to CV mortality at high

ages. The first pathway is the aforementioned direct biological effect that starts

with the economic (nutritional/stress) conditions at birth and with the inherited

genetic and biological family background. The second pathway runs from cogni-

tive ability to the highest acquired level of education on to CV mortality. These

two pathways are separate from each other, and they do not act as complements

or substitutes.

We repeat some cautionary remarks. First, if there are family lifestyle charac-

teristics that affect birth weight and that are not related to social class then the

estimated effects of birth weight may include effects of such characteristics. Sec-

ondly, aspects of early-life conditions may exist that are not related to any of the
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indicators we control for and that may affect CV mortality in a different way than

along the direct long-run biological effect. Thirdly, the inference on the effect of

education suffers from an absence of instrumental variation. At the same time, in

general, the role of education is necessarily affected by institutional constraints.

With easy access to higher education, the highest achieved level effect may be

found to depend on early-life conditions as well. Whether this has implications

for CV mortality cannot be studied until recent birth cohorts reach high ages.

The paper makes some methodological contributions. First, we find that early-

life conditions (as captured by birth weight and the cycle at birth) are confounders

in the relation between cognitive ability early in life and CV mortality late in

life. The literature has ignored this, which may have frequently led to an over-

estimation of the effect of ability on CV mortality. Secondly, our paper is the

first to use Stratified Partial Likelihood as a fixed-effect estimation method in

the study of long-run effects on mortality. This method controls for a number

of selectivity problems that have haunted the literature, notably for selective

fertility in adverse times.

The paper has not examined intermediate outcomes during adult life, such

as marital status, income, and social mobility. In principle, such an examination

would allow for a more detailed investigation of causal pathways. For exam-

ple, Van den Berg and Gupta (2011) consider the role of marriage and find that

among women it worsens the mortality effects of adverse conditions around birth,

especially in childbearing ages. However, in general, the range of possible model

specifications for an outcome as a function of previous outcomes increases expo-

nentially with the number of intermediate outcomes. Such an endeavor is beyond

the scope of this paper. Moreover, the detection of interaction effects becomes

susceptible to misspecification errors, since intermediate outcomes may pick up

non-linear effects of early-life conditions. Nevertheless, we see it as an important

topic for further research.

We end this section with some additional remarks about the relevance for

more recent birth cohorts. The living conditions in Sweden around 1925 were

good in comparison to most other countries at the time, and in comparison to

many developing countries today. Nevertheless, conditions in Sweden around 80

years ago were different from current conditions. Furthermore, in terms of income

loss, pre-1930 recessions may have been more intrusive than modern recessions.

In this respect it is important to make 4 points. First of all, notice that that we

aim to uncover causal mechanisms whose existence goes beyond the particular era

from which data are used to identify them. We use pre-1930 cycles as sources of

exogenous variation to identify effects of which the existence does not depend on
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whether those particular sources still abound. Secondly, recent biological research

has shown that it is not only fetal malnourishment as such that leads to long-run

effects on CVD outcomes, but, more generally, that discrepancies between early-

life conditions in utero and shortly after birth on the one hand, and later lifestyle

on the other hand, lead to long-run effects on CVD outcomes (see e.g. Kuzawa

and Quinn, 2009, Gluckman and Hanson, 2004, Mogren et al., 2001, Holemans,

Caluwaerts and Van Assche, 2002, and Fogel, 1997). In modern societies, indi-

viduals born in low-income households who have high nutritional intakes later in

life may be particularly at risk for adverse CVD outcomes at high ages. Thirdly,

inequality has risen sharply in Sweden over the past 10 years. The average re-

placement rate (i.e., the ratio of unemployment benefits to pre-unemployment

earnings) is as low as 50% which is below the OECD median value. Fourthly, re-

call that adverse early-life conditions involve stress, and modern recessions may

involve a substantial amount of stress. Many individuals may fear job loss during

recessions, and the mean time out of work following job loss is much higher than

in the past. From a policy point of view, it seems therefore recommendable to

secure a sufficient income level to poor pregnant women and poor women with

infants. This may involve the provision of cash transfers to such women.

For developing countries that could be regarded as similar to or worse off than

Sweden in the birth year period of the present paper, the existing literature has

focused on inequalities in infant and child mortality by household socioeconomic

status, since there are typically no long run data registers (see Sastry, 2004). In

this sense, our paper aims to complement these studies, by studying long-run

mortality effects.
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Appendix: miscellaneous estimation results

Table 8: Fixed Effects panel data model estimates for the log individual birth

weight

all covariates parsimonious

variable est. (st.error) t est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) 0.0043 (0.026) 0.2

business cycle at birth 0.056 (0.10) 0.5 0.061 (0.070) 0.9

birth in city 0.0046 (0.0044) 1.0

social class at birth (inverse scale) –0.017 (0.019) 0.9

mother’s age, at birth 0.0038 (0.0043) 0.9 0.0055 (0.0012) 4.6

mother married, at birth 0.055 (0.0017) 3.3

birth in fall 0.018 (0.012) 1.5

birth in winter 0.0080 (0.012) 0.7

birth in spring 0.0050 (0.012) 0.4

sample size (individuals) 2162 2162

sample size (mothers) 933 933

Note: the fixed effect is mother-specific and hence is common across brothers. The

columns denoted by “t” give the t-values.
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Table 9: Stratified Partial Likelihood estimates for the individual CV mortality

rate

variable est. (st.error) t

log (birth year–1914) –0.19 (0.15) 1.3

business cycle at birth –4.72 (1.79) 2.6

log (birth weight) 0.98 (0.90) 1.1

cycle at birth ∗ log (birth weight) 18.1 (11.0) 1.6

sample size (individuals) 1730

sample size (mothers) 791

Note: the fixed effect is mother-specific and hence is common across brothers. The

columns denoted by “t” give the t-values.
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